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Johann Georg Ungerecht family

Parents

Johann Georg Ungerecht (11 Feb 1860 - 26 May 1934) of Helba, son of Johann Valentin
Ungerecht(1826-1864)
married to Rebecca (Bertha) Hoerauf (4 Jan 1872 - 18 July 1957) of Edingen, near Heidelberg, daughter of
Michael Hoerauf (1845-1932) and Elizabeth Jung (1848-1924), emigrated to the U.S. about 1884 or 1885.

Marriage

 Married in 1891

Children

Valentine Ungerecht (1891-1937), married to Caroline (Lena) Saxowsky
Johann George (Jack) Ungerecht (1893-bef.1985), married to Elizabeth DeBroux
Frederich Carl Ungerecht (1894-1967), married to Minnie Loeffler
Emma Ella Ungerecht (1895-1985), married to Joe Pietsch
George Carl Ungerecht (1896-1956), married to Emma Schultz
Carl Ungerecht (1898-bef.1985), married to Bertha Schatz
Anna Ungerecht (1900-1966), married to Frank C. Lange
Albert Ungerecht (1903-bef.1985), married to Mildred Tress
Walter George Ungerecht (1906-1975), married to Agnes Bean
Paul Rudolph Ungerecht (1912- ~1976), married to Ivy Waechter

Notes

As a child, Bertha (also called Rebecca or maybe even Barbara, but Bertha was George's preferred name
for her) emigrated to the U.S. and as a teenager worked as a maid at the Medora Rough-Riders Inn (this
was during the time that Teddy Roosevelt had his ranch nearby in the North Dakota Badlands, in what
would become the Theodore Roosevelt National Park).
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They moved to Wales Wisconsin. The family farm in Wales was then
sold to create a state-run tuberculosis sanatorium, which eventually
closed down and became a juvenile detention facility. After selling
the farm in Wales, they moved back to Glen Ullin. One record has the
oldest kids being born in Hebron (where her side of the family lived)
while they proved up on a homestead, then Emma was the first child
born in Wales, WI, all the rest born there except for Paul, who was
born in Caledonia.1) Then they rented a farm briefly in Hebron before
owning the ranch south of Glen Ullin that remained in Ungerecht
hands for many years. Bertha was apparently somewhat separated
from her family after the marriage, although the Ungerecht family did attend Michael and Elizabeth
Hoerauf's large 50th wedding anniversary.

All of the kids were skilled at riding horses, and several continued to work with horses - Fred used his
team of horses in logging camps around Northome, George was good at breaking horses, Walter worked
as a cowboy in North Dakota and Oregon.

The picture at the top of the page (when online, or the cover page for the PDF or printed version) is of
Bertha and George, and presumably the two oldest kids. (The custom at the time was that kids of both
sexes wore dresses and boys didn't get their hair cut until about age three).

1)

according to Doreen Young's Hoerauf family research
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